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ABSTRACT: Reported research in the area or verbal interaction has reco izeu need

ex:ending the investigation of communication behaviors beyond :=,iitence ,unda:ies. Man

scholars have suggested including functional aspects of verbal interactions in descrl,;-
tion. To date, few studies have attempted to fulfill this need. The purpose ef the

present study was to synthesize a category system for observation of communicar
functions in children's speech and to test that category syrem by recording rbs
tions of interactions within a first grade classroom. The observation systern

attempts to account for all factors of a communication situation and to outline
detailed functions of verbal behavior. Five primary functional categories were devel-
oped and three levels of functional analysis were employed: one with rgocd to the
interaction as a whole, one with regard to an utterance's purpose within the situation
and one with regard to the speaker's culturally defined realization of the ucteralce.
Once completed, the system was emplov-d to observe ten hours of natcrally-occuring
communications in a first grade classroom. From these observations, five commrnicaticu
situations were selected and described in detail. The most important finding or the
present study was that this system of observation produced rich and relevant data with
regard to communication interactions. Teacher-student interactions proved quite dif-
ferent from Peer interactions. A functional system does not need co assume that an
utterance serves only one function or works at only one system level. 1,urthermote,

functional system can account for culturally defined realizations of utterances.
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DESCRI3T::G CO:41-!U3ICATIVE YUNCTIoNS .7 CRA_JE CLASSRO

Researchers in vc ir look primnrilv at sentenee,, s: ler

units. 1-lowever, there have been numerous suggestions rcardinr nsion of the seope

investigation of language behavior beyond linguistic rules to co=unit:atlen rules

mes, 1969; Labov, 1970). One area currently being,, iestigared is put?ose exprsse

in verbal interaction, often referred to as communicative function.

to agree that language is used to accomplish goals relevant to speaker -,tv,Ids

there are some fundamental goals or purposes which any speaker achi.eves tHrou; verbal

interaction (Halliday, 1973).
In order to take purpose _ or _ -c ion of communication into account, res rchers

must relate language to communication situations. In other words, centats utterances

need to be considered (Wells, 1973). Hymcs (1969) calls such descripticns co-uaica

competence, intending a linguistic analogy. Ervin-Tripp (1975) suggests, exardning the

text of communication events produced by children and searching for patterns within these

events. That is the goal of most rhetorical schemes relating to communicative functions.

The research reported in this paper undertook to synthesize a oatog 5vsLom for_ _

observation of co=unicative functions in children ech aad to test that catego

system by to rdi:-g observations of interaction wit in a first: grade cllssruom.

SOME APPROACHES TO FUNCTIONAL CLASSIFICATION

It seems unnecessary either to argue in detail for the usefulness of a notioncl

approach, or to define precisely what one is. Such definitions and arguco1.ts exist in

almost all of the studies to be reviewed in this section. The emphasis (lore is upon the

classifications of functional communication behaviors offered by various theorists.

Jakobson (1960) proposed an early classification system of communicative functions.

He outlined six component factors existing ia any communication event: nddresser,

message, addressee, channel, context and code. Concentration upon each of these factors

results in a different function of communication. Listod in the same order a:: tha factor

they concern, the six functions outlined are called: emotive, poetic conative, phatie,

referential and metalinguistic. Furthermore, Jnkobson claims each ut ,;erves

predominately one function.
Hymes (1962) took issue with some aspects of Jakobson's classification

Hymes argued that even though an utterance may focus on one feature, it may nor

the function associated with the feature. He proposed considering "typos of functio; "

instead of lists of functions, thereby attempting to explain tho apparent empirical

fact that one utterance may serve multiple functions. However, the "typos of functi

Hymes suggests correspond almost exactly to Jakobson's list of functions, and similar

problems are encountered since the types of functions he suggests are not centered

around situations, but around elements of speaker-listener events. Hymas does state

that communication functions must be defined in contexts of use and in "Sociolinguistic

and the Ethnography of Speaking" (1969), he claims that there is a system of functions

and that each speaker of the language has a structured knowledge of kinds and occasions

of cm .unication events. Furthermore, this structured knowledge is related to the

culture of the speaker. Each speaker learns a culture's rules just as he or she learns

the rules of a language.
In his study of a child from six to eighteen months, Halliday (hJ3) argues for

functions based on situation and involving purpose. He proposed seven fu ctions:

instrumental, regulatory, interactional,_personal, imaginative, heuristic, and infor-

mative. These functions unlike Jokobson's or Hymes' functions, are based on a goal

or purpose within a context:

1.) instrumental: to satisfy a personal need

2.) regulatory: to direct or control another's be avior

3.) interactional; to interact with others

4.) personal: to express personal feelings



5.) imaginative: to create an environment
6.) heuristic: tu rcquest information
7.) informativ: to exchange information

The SCA Task Force for Speech Communication Competencies K-12 (197n,) proposes

communication functions similar 'to halliday's:

1.) controlling -- including Hallid,,7's instramental and regulatory functions
2.) ritualizing -- including Halliday's interactional function
3.) feeling -- including Halliday's personal function
4.) informing -- including Hallidav's heuristic aad informative functions
5.) imagining -- including Halliday's imn:ginative function

In a&iition to listing these, the Speech Corm4Inication Association Task Force sngLests

two levels of analysis. The argument is that several types of verbal behavior may
appear within each communication function. For example, the imagininc f.anctioa could

be actualized by verbal behavior classified as role playing, fentasizinq, speculating,

dramatizing, theorizing or storytelling. These MOTO specific descrptions appear to
be culturally defined categories of behavior appropriate for accomplishing n purpose.

WelIs (1973) takes tbp leve! of analysis method fnr classifyirnt speech avents a

step further by proposing four levels of analysis: "Sequence", "Sub-sequence",

"Function", and "Mood". A Sequence is defined as a section of conversation or a series

of utterances having unitary topic and purpose, and should be considered as a whole.

Sequence is a characterization of an entire time-hound situation -- a sec of ordered

events considered by the participants to be a unified strip of activity. Wells lists

six "Modes of Sequence": control, expressive, representational, social, tutorial, and

imaginative. Each mode is concerned with the purpose of the sequence anC, the reader

will note that these are cornunication functions as defined by Halliday and SCA. Sub-

sequences are smaller units of conversation contained in each Sequence. Sub-sequence

Modes are identical to Sequence Modes except for one addition, procedural. Wells'

distinction between Sequence and Sub-sequence. is not entirely clear, for if a Sequence

has a unitary topic and purpose, each Sub-sequence within a Sequence could be considered

a Sequence in its own right.
The problem of distinguishing Sequences and Sub-sequences may only exist for an

observer, not for participants in an activity. Goffman (1974) suggests thi:-,t

to a strip of interactive activity ordinarily agree upon the temporal-spatial bouee-

aries of the strip. That suggests an intuitive construction in the mind of the specer-

listener (an aspect of communicative competence learned from cultural norms, etc.) of

the boundaries of a communication situation. Within those boundaries, a speaker-

listener attributes predominant motives to participants in the situation and iudirectly

attributes a dominant functional characterization to the situation. It is at least

clear that ay.- observer can do that. One kind of operationalization of Sequence then

71ight be we :bserver's perception of the predominant functional purpose served by a

bounded strip of activity (situation).
Wells' third level of analysis describes culturally understood tactics used within

individual u_tterances. (Wells calls this descriptive category "Function", which
becomes rather confusing given the multiple uses to which this term is put in this

report.) Within a culture and an individual utterance, Wells uses terms quite similar

to those used by the SCA Task Force to describe types of verbal behavior oecuring

within a purpose-function category. Wells provides detailed lists of such behaviors,

and many of his terms will be introduced subsequently.
Wells' final level of analysis is called "Mood". This level considers linguistic

properties or form of an utterance. There is not necessarily one to one correspondence

between function and form.
Each of Wells' first three levels of analysis considers purposes or objectives of

utterances or situations, but this framework still fails to deal with non-task factors

of the communication situation. Some recent literature takes into account other factors

-2-
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of the communica,= ovnt asi, (1970) se-t
should examine the nooJal context 2rus, varioun

enter into a s paker porceotton of a sltLatien ',.:ood (197

(1971) segc'est that a communication situation is mido up of fou-: ctors:

can-:ent cr referent of co-c7nnichtion; Tar1a ch) utc.ZivQ or purpose of

Participancs, the_ persons nged in the communicat on situation; and Sat,

time and place of the commulaication evenr. -oer aeo Naremoro (1973) sue

additional factor in the communication situation; what chma hefer.

analysis of topic sugges,ed by Kcnan and 3,:hicffQiin (197b) i8

to include this addi:ona: .-atcgory.
The last four studi ditch take into account all factor-, of t coiaunieafion

situation, but do not outline a detailed method for classifying funation
")*-inestudies cited previously outline wavs r g functions bur do act take

account all the variables of the communication SttUdtiLti. Tao irt,!sear rasoar

attempts to synthesize a svstom which would accou for all factors of a cormenication

situation and outline in detail funatior.s of verbal baLavior. Scholar, hav.:

called for this kind of system, but thero has boon to date a shortac of vela teors to

develop and employ such a system= This writer discovered s0m..0 of thu reasons for thas--

it's difficult, detailed and painstaking work. But it may be worth th,. aost.

To summarize, there now nopears to be a sufficient theory base for CjfarL
a rudimentary descriptive system for communication sitiLitions. It W01.1 bo nagasuar-:,

to describe tne following in any communication event:

The

the

B.) the
C.) the
D.) the

setting or time and place of the interaction
participants in the interaction
content or topic of communication
function or purposes or tasks of the communiaat'-n

last of these categories, function, serves as the he rt of the dos:'

appears to be at least five primary functional ca .gories:

1.) Co_trolli- communicative behavior
behavior of others

2.) Fe ling: eo.itwunicative behavior with the purpose of

foolings
Informing: communicative behavior used for exchanging

4.) Ritualizing: communicative behavior whose purpose is to
rolationships Lth an individual or within a
communicative hohaviorimi=ito crieall_menvironment wu5.) imagining:
participants into an

whose purpose is to co-

'on. There

rol or direct

us

information
interclet or maintain

group

IL appears tha

zasts

a given utterance may serve more than ona funcLon. The function

ich an observer attributes to an utterance
For example, the statement "Ara you going to
request for information, but in the United S
an attempt to control. Therefore, observers
analysis for functions. A good guess is tha
for functions which are:

may vary according to the luvol of analysisn

take out the garbagor appears to be a
ates middle class, it probably constitutes
need to differentiate multiple levels of
there are three basic levels of analysis

a.) Functional Level A: The function or purpose oiE the situation or conversation
as an entire unit, i.e., viewed as a whole and based on

the four factors which make up a communication situatiorL

b.) Functional Level B: The function or purpose of the utterance with regard to

the situation or context in which it occurs (which is

Level A).



c.) FuneLienhi Level C: The function or puroose of the utterance reu,ard to

tho speaker. This includes thd sot of culturally defined
alternatives that make up the structures of knowledge or
communication uomnetence that all siaenhers of a culture
posos (Hymos, 1959).

The remainder of this paper reports 'now such a descriptive schume wtls eperaLjoalized,
and what was discovered interactions within a first grade hlassroom were described.

1oiturally occurring sentences and conversations (insofar ati EL*. are obtuinuble
when observed (Garfinkel, 1967; Sancin2s, 1975) appear to provide the most productive
potential data sources. Given this predisposition, a real, ongoing rirst-grude class-
room in a parochial school in Austin, Texas was selected as the settin to be observed.
Ten hours of interaction wece observed By the researcher and capo recorded for subse-
quent unhlysis. Observations occurred during the First week of March, 1976. Since

setting was constant during observations, there are few notations about the

descriptions, although time (in seconds) was noted.
P,:r_!:icihnnt_s were thfr177-cne first grnders, teir tencher and a teacher's aide.

Participants were identified as individuals for each interaction sequence. Students

were described by the reacher as being from varied religious, social, ancl racial back-

grounds. It was anticipated that peer interaction would be somewhat different fro:r.
interaction between teachers and students, and a number of instances of each were

recorded.
The topic for each interaction was determined using: procedures similar to those

outlinPd by Keenan and Schieffelin (1976) aad was noted on the observation sheet.
The task or function of the interaction was described on the three love's outlined

above. Functional Level A; This level of analysis describes the purpose of the inter-
action when viewed as, a whole (Wells, 1973). It is based not only on the utterances
aad nonverbal .tehaviors which occurrod, but also on the topic, setting and participants
of the interaction. It was described using one of the five primary functional categories

specified above. Functional Level B: This level of analysis describes the utterance
with regard to Cho situation or the interaction as a whole. In ocher words, this level

of analysis answers the question, "What role does this utterance play within the Hter-

action?" In this level of analysis utterances wo,,-,1 categorized in one or :wo of Lae

six primary functional categories outlined above. In other words, one utterance may

serve more than one function. When this occurred, a judgment was made as to the

dominant or primary function and the subordinant function. The dominant function was

recorded first and the subordinant function underneath. As is obvious, the five primary
functional categories are used for both Functional Level A and Functional Level B.
These two levels using the same descriptors seemed necessary because utterances which

clearly served one function were equally clearly used as parts of larger strategies
belonging to another function. For example, a teacher may ask: "What can you do to

be quiet in the ca:'eteria?" The function of the utterance is informative. The teacher

is asking for information. In all probability, however, this utterance occurs in a
controlling sequence designed to maintain lunchroom decorum. Functional Level C:

The final level of analysis has to do with the function or pu, of the utterance

with regard to the speaker's rhetorical options. This level .esses the question

"In what culturally defined manner does the speaker realize th, irposes of the

utterance?" For this level of analysis, it is assumed that thc ipeaker has some
structured knowledge about communication interactions and_that the speaker draws on
these structures when engaged in interaction (Hymes, 1969). Appropriate or inappro-

priate realization of the purpose of the speaker's utterance is directly related to
such communication competence. Within each of the functional categories of Functional
Level B, there are numerous strategies to choose from. For example, an utterance in
the controlling category of Functional Level B may be realized as a commanding,

6
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requesting, threatening, ,Tarnin, etc. utterance on Functional Level C.

for Functional Level C used in this research were dorived mostly- from ti

verbal behaviors outlined bv the SCA Task rorce (19 but also di--

lists of Wells (1973). The following ilstThv nay Dc helpful in clari

Functi, 11 Level B: Controlling

Func ional Level
commanding
threatening
persuading
suggesting
evading

requesting
warning
arguing
refusing
advising

Funct onal Level B: Feeling

Functional Level C:
exclaiming
bragging
approving

taunting
accusing
congratulating

Functional Level B: Infor ing

Functional Level C:
answering
naming
explaining

acknowledging
demonstrating
justifying

Functional Level 3: Ritualizing

Func 5onal Level C:
greeting
reciting

asking for a commitmni
permitting
contracting
nromising
etc.

expressing an acLtude
expressing a state
etc.

stating information
requesting information
etc.

ca_eYorles
, of

th functional
concept:

taking leave participating in verbal games

taking turns etc.

Functional Level B: Imagining

Functional Level C:
fantasizing
theorizing

speculating dramatizing

storytelling etc.

The data sheet used in observing was designed to include all of the above informa-

tior.. In addition, pauses within utterances were noted by (....) and emphasized words

were underlined. Relevant nonverbal behaviors were also noted as these seemed important-.

to the observer.

RESULTS

It was an icipated that the data describing these observations would be somowhat

ponderous. It proved to be. The ten hours of observations yielded fifty-three pages of

handwritten transcript and two hundred thirty-three pages of description sheets. There

were several criteria used for editing the data. First, an interaction had to be both

observed at the time of occurrence and audible on tape. If an interaction was audible

on tape and not observed, it was discarded. If an interaction was observed but inaudiblo,

it was discarded. Second, any interaction involving the experimenter was discarded.

Finally, interactions involving only nonverbal behavior (for example; a student hitting

a peer and receiving a disapproving look from the teacher) were discarded. In spite

these editing criteria, eighty-seven pages of data remained to be analyzed.
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One result ing was that the renaming data could easily _, iJrokon 4

twenty-three iporn. fragments , none of which were longer tnan sixteo miuuts and
twenty-three seconds and the shortest of which was only seven seconds. IL q-aick1v

became apparent that each of the fragments tended to revolve around son redominant

functional purpose. Thus, the assumption that, in this sottine: at least, not only.
erances, but entire communicative interactions may be assignEd to a-function, 8,-2e
be supported.

As anticipated, peer interactions oved quit -'fforent from teacne__-s _ inter-

actions. The major difference seemed to be that Leae_er-suuclent interoec_ons coo a
distinct superior-suborc:inate flavor, and an emphasis upon "controlling" funotion inter-
actions. Peer interactions w-ctre more equalitarian and somewhat less controlling. There

was a greater probability of imagining and feeling interactions in pear conversations.
The above conclusions are based upon informal summaries of the data whic:i are still

too rough to present -la nmerical form. It may, hocver, be infer:L.ative te I in son,:_,

detail at five fragnic t-evcnts to give the reader a "feel" for the kind of interactions
which were observed Lui for the kinds of decisions which the researcher made in describ-

g interactions. of the twenty-three fragments obtainLdt seven were less than one
minute and will not be reported in this study. Two fragments involved Lilo "once-a-week
Spanish Teacher and are not considered in this analysis. Six frag=nts involved similar
(redundant of each other) teacher-student interactions and two, one involving the
teacher aad the class, and one involving the teacher's aide and the cluss, were selee!:ed
as most representational of this set. The eight remaining fragments involved peer
interactions. Three were selected to be reported here on the hnsis that these seemed
most typical and interesting of observed interactions.

Teacher-Student Interactions

All observed teacher-student interactions had a superior-subordinate flavor. Both

of those detailed here took place within the classroom, with the class sitting in a
circle and listening to the teacher or aide. Both teacher-student intezactions were
controlling situations, i.e., the teacher or aide attempting to control the behavior of
the students. The most frequent function of teacher's or aide's utterances (Functional
Level 13) was also controlling, ordinarily being realized (Functional Level C) as
commanding or advising. The most frequent function of student's utterances (Functional
Level B) was informing, usually being realized (Functional Level C) as statemonLn
information.

The Bell Scene: On the following pages are the data for che eac r-student inter-

action involving the teacher's aide:

THE BELL SCENE

Functional Level A: Controlling
Type of Interaction: teacher-student

SPEAKER/ADDRESSEE
TIME UTTERANCE/NONVERBAL_NOTES

0 sec. Aide rings bell

:04 students cease activity and talking

Topic: getting in a circle/pushing in

:07 Aide to class: "I think time for
us to get on our rug."

:10- students finishing what they were doing
:56 and assembling in a circle

8

FUNCTIONAL FUNCTIONAL
LEVEL B LEVEL C

controlling conimanding

controlling following a command

controlling commanding

controlling following a command



SPw,VFR/ADDRESSEE
TimE_ UiTEKANYa-J:'.ONVL.,FtAl.

FUNCTIO:':AL

LEV:T. 3

Dn

:59

Aide to Ken: "Excuse mc, Ken."
Eya contact is czabiishaC.

Ken ceeites activity nnd an-h

takes a seat in the circle.
controlliEA :olicihg command

1:03 Aide to :tmall g,roup of stt_nients still ncc in

c-ircle: "Come on. Get over hero fast, please."

1:08 The groan of students join the circle. controlling foll,_wih,-g a cogzand

1:17 Four students are standin in the center of commanJing
th, circle. Aide to tc:ircle: "1 fcul-

people who can't find a space.. Can Yea help
them?"

infnr7ing info:mation

1:19 Michelle to circle: "Ther,t's one over there." informihg inforr.ation

1:21 Aide co Michelle and circle: "Without
talking, will you help..."

controlling commanding

1:55 Aide to four students still standing in the controlling commanding

middle of the circle: "There's a space right
there (points to a space). There' a space
over there next to Michelle. They 's a

space...right...uh...here."

informing stacint:t information

1:49 Students in the center take a sent in the
circle.

controllinp following a ccnmtand

1:55 Aide to class: "O.K. now...This is where...
themarkers come in handy." (Each student
has a name card next the material he/she
was working with.)

controlling threatenng

n. Aide to Carlos and Kenneth: "Carlos, Kenneth con:rolling commhtling
White...Your Chairs." 0.7hile walking in roo-71.)

2:05 Carlos and Kenneth go push in their chairs
and return to the circle.

controlling following a coml.,.

2:08 Aide to students: "Kelvin, Michelle,
Stewart, Gilbert, Debbie and Kim."

controlling cormaanding

2:10 The named students go push in their chn'rs
and return to the circle.

controlling following a commaa,'

2:27 Aide to students: "name , Greg, Jennifer controlling commanding
Michelle G., Aninony, Patrick."

2:35 Aide says something inaudible

2:40 Aide to class: "O.K., now here are a few
books that...somebody...put down, so I'll

controlling warning

take these and put them up for you."

97



SPFAKER/ADDRESSEE
TIME UTT'7RANCE VERBAL

3:04 in walking around classroom 11,-, =os

"village" Aide to class: "Lot's trv arid not
work near the little vilL e.

FUr.CTIONAL

contrDiling

3:07 Aide to Ken S.: "Kjn S contrail

3:09 Ken S. to Aide: "What' inf rming

3:12 Aide to Kn S.: "Is that yours or is this informing

yours?" referring to two nai one is

ptished in. or,J, i LiiOd 77,nt.)

3:14

3:15

3:16

3:17

3:18

is t- Aide: ' ot'

-o Paul: "O.K....Paul"

ul sha'--s his head "no" co Aide

Aide to Mich lle: "Michelle?"

Aide to tichelle: "Let'-

Michelle is sitting in circle not re-
sponding. (There aro two Michelle's in

the class.)

3:19 Aide to Micholic: "Michelle
Lye contact is established.

Aide to Michelle: "Is this yours, Michelle
Fr ?" (Aide is still standing by
pulled out chair.)

3:26 Michelle shakes her head "no" to Aide

3:28 Aide to class: "Who was setting there?"
(Aide is still standing by chai .)

3:31 Aide to Paul: "Paul

3:33 Paul to Aide: "I wasn't over the-

3:36 Paul to Aide: "I think Ken S

VI

II

was."

3:40 Ken S. to Aide: "Lin. I know what was

my place."

3:49 Aide to Ken and Paul: "O.K. both Paul and
Ken, I think you were having a little...
bit of trouble, so why don't you both do it."

3:58 Ken and Paul remain seat-d.

controlling

informing

informing

car r lling

FUNC T

11.

eor7E ing

acknowle,Lg

informatio..

answilng

"stating i formatioE

ing informatio:-

corlman

:ontrolling calling

inform

in forming

info rio ing

requesting informatio:

"stati " iL:ormrtion

requesting informario,.

informing requesting informli

informing staLing informatior

bfeeling laming

informing stating infer

controlling commandi

fe expressing an artliude

4:15 Aide walks near the circle. Aide to Paul controlling commanding

and Ken: "O.K."
1 0
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SPEAKTA
TIME UTTERA!' EREAL NOTES

4:la Kan and Paul leave circle and walk
toward chair. Paul pushes chair in.
Both return to circle.

4:20 End of Ieraction Aide begins talking

to circle.

FUNCTIONAL

controlling folic command

As described, the sound of a bell began the intaraction. In the class on the

teacher's desk, is a small silver-colored bell similar to bells one finds en counters
next to signs that: read "ring for serviee. The bell is only rung by tae Loa,Z.-:Qr or

aide. Once the ball is rung, activity in the classroom ceases and students stop talking
and look at the teacher or aide. Me teacher or aide then makes some utterance, usually
a command. When questioned, the coacher and aide both explained that the ringing of the
bell took the place of having to verbally get the attention of the cia:--;s. They both

agreed that the sound of the hell meant stop what you'r, doing, stop talking and look at
the teacher or aide. Two students were questioned as to the moaning of the sound of t:le

bell. They both said that the sound of the bell meant "Freeze". Based on ,.:he work of

Halliday (1973) who studied the language patterns of a child from six to eighteen months

and found the child's language to contain only content (meaning) and expression (form),

this nonverbal behavior was considered as language containing only content and expression:

The expression (form) was the sound of the bell and the content (meaning) was "Freeze".

This nonverbal behavior was categorized as controlling behavior (Functional Leval B)

and realized as a command (Functional Level C).
The fifth notation of the interaction, the "Excw,e ma, (Ken)," utterance, is repre-

sentational of many utterances made by the teacher or aide in similar situations, i.e.,

following a bell ring, and addressed to some particular student (the student is usually

named). The addressed student usually had not obeyed the command of the bell. Following

the utterance, eye contact was established between the teacher or aide and the named

student. The student would then either willing cease work or interaction, be reminded
that the bell had rung or be given a command regarding his/her behavior (exam2lc:
"Would you please join the circle?" or "Came on."). When questioned about this
the teacher claimed it was only a polite way of setting an example for the partien,N
student on the appropriate way to behave. The effect, however, was that the named s a-

dent would cease talking or activity and look At the teacher or 'de and comply with

the either spoken or unspoken command. The teacher's or aide's :orancos of tlii tY1

were categorized as controlling (Functional Level B) and realizec. in Lhe form

command (Functional Level C).
_ pages are the data for the teacher-studentThe Votin-, Scene' On the folio

interaction involving the teacher.

THE V ILLN0 SCENE

Functional Level A: Controlling
Type of Interaction: Teacher-Student

SPEAKER/ADDRESSEE
TIME UTTERANCE/NONVERBAL NOTES

0 sec. Class is sitting in a circle on the floor.
Teacher to circle: "Do you know what I
noticed when I was outside?"

11
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Topic: Playground Rules

FUNCTIONAL FUNCTIONAL
-EVEL B LEVEL

informing rogues ing informa'.1m



SPEAKER/ADDRESSEE FUNCTIONAL FUNCTIONAL
TIME UTTERANCE/ INVEiWAL NOTES LEVEL B LEVEL C

:04 Teacher to class: "Some...a few litic feeling expressing an
children had said, 'Mrs. B I don't attitude
have anybody to play with'." controlling warning

:09 Teacher to class: "So and So won't lot
me and then I saw other people boing
mean to each other."

:15 A student ways something inaudible.

Teacher to class and tu that student:
"Not just to those two girls but to
every....to everybody body,"

:20 Teacher to class: didn't seem to be
very happy playing _oday.

28 Teacher to class: "What did we calk about
what we were going to do when we're out-
side playing?"

:-4 Teacher to Patrick: "Patrick."

Patrick to Teacher and class: "We were
...we had to...uh...make frien with
each ocher. We had to let them play and
everything."

Teacher to Patrick and cies "R -ht,
let anybody play who wants to."

:45 Teacher to class: "How many children
think that's a good idea?"

:46 Many students raise their hand.

:47 Teacher to class: "Well good, nod every-
body thinks so.-

:50 Teacher to class: "We 1 I think tnat's

a good idea, too."

feeling expressing an
attitude

controlling warning

feeling cxpressing an
attitude

controT g warning

controlling warning

controlling warning
informina requesting informatior

controlling permitting

informing stating information

controlling stating a rule

controlling asking for
commitment

controlling giving a commitmenL

controlling stating a rule

feeling expressing an attitude
controlling commanding

:51 Teacher to class: "Because you wouldn't controlling warning

like to be the one...the little person
who they wouldn't let play, would you?"

1:08 Teacher to class: "Also, the accidental commanding
punchings and hitting people in the eye controlling warning

and kicking people on accident or putting
some of that itchy...itching powder in
their shirt by accident."

1:17 Several students make statements at
once - inaudible. From memory:
explanatory and accusing statements

12
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SPEAKER/ADDRESSEE
TIME UTTERANCE/NONVERBAL NOTES

1:27 Teacher to class: "Well, let's say from
now on the itching powder needs to be off

limits."

1;34 Girl to Teacher; "But the...But the...
No eye contact between girl and teacher.

FUNCTIONAL
LEVEL

FUNCTIONAL
LEVEL C

controlling coirunanding

feeling accusing --
incomplete

1:35 Teacher to class: "...To people' hands." controlling commanding

1:38 Girl (same as above) to Teacher: feeling

"But...but...

1:39 Teacher to class; "How many children controlling

think that's a good idea?"

1:41 A few studen raise their hands. feeling

1:41 Same girl to Teacher: "But the kinder-
garten doesn't know because he's the
one...the kindergartens is the one...

1:43 Teacher to girl and to class: "O.K.,
well, I'll talk to the kindergarten...
I'll talk to Mrs. A

1:45 Teacher to class: "But how many first
graders think that we'll just leave
the itching powder alone for the rest
of the year?"

feeling

informing

accusing --
incomplete

persuad ng

expressing an attitud k

accusing

stating information

controlling asking for a
commitment

1:47 Most -tudents raise their hands, controlling giving a corimitmenL

1:49 Teacher to class: "O.K., good, I think controlling stating a ru -

that's a majority rule."

1:52 Boy to Teacher: "I think...But everybody." feeling accusing inco:

1:55 Teacher to class: "So that's a new play- controlling stating a rule

ground rule to not pick ep with your hands
any of that itchy...itching powder."

2:03 Girl to Teacher: "What happens if you controlling contracting

forget?"

2:05 Teacher to Girl: "What happens if you contr lling threatening

forget any rule?"

2:08 Boy to Teacher: "Well then a lot of those feeling accusin- - incomplete

little round balls got into the..."

2:10 Teacher to girl: "You'll just have to controlling commanding

take time and think about it, right?"

2:12 End of interaction - Teacher begins a controlling commanding

new topic.

1 3



The eleventh notation of this interaction begins an example of a tactic used often

by the teacher in similar situations. It was observed six times by this writer--twice

in this interaction. It usually began by a statement of belief or an expresSion of an

idea by the teacher, followed by a request for a vote. Students then raised their hands

in agreement. Very few students (at the most five or six) failed to raise their hands.

The tactic is completed when the teacher makes a statement involving a rule. The rule-

statement may involve the words "That's a majority rule", but doesn't always involve

those words. It is implied that a student will comply with the rule since the majority

of the class agreed by voting. The request for a vote was classified as controlling on
Functional Level B and asking for commitment on Functional Level C.

Pei Interactio s

Three peer interactions were chosen for this repo t: one feeling interaction, one

imagining interaction and one controlling interaction. All took place within the class-

room, at study tables, and while students were doing independent work.

Feeling interaction: This interaction involved four participants, two boys and two

girls. The interaction involved making comparisons about the progress of each partici-

pant's work. On the following pages are the data for the Feeling Interaction.

Functional Level A: Feeling

TIME

0 sec.

THE FEELING INTERACTION

SPEAKER/ADDRESSEE
UTTERANCE/NONVERBAL NOTES

Topic: Lesson Number Type of Interaction: Peer

Paul to group: "I'm past everybody."

:02 Ken te Paul: "No you're not...You're net
past me. I'm on twenty gold."

:05 Paul to Ken: "I know but...I know but...
v!

You know wha

:08 Ken to Paul: "Hmmm?"

:10 Paul to Ken: "I'm past everybody in the
fruitloops. The fruit loops just started_
pn one...so I'm on...so I'm on seventeen."

:20 Ken to Paul: "1 kno " Ken giggles.

:22- Pause
:34

FUNCTIONAL FUNCTIONAL
LEVEL B LEVEL C

feeling

feeling
informing

informing

informing

feeling
informing

feeling

Ken to Amber: "Aw, you're not even started feeling

on this one....y!1,"

:39 Amber to Ken: "So - I don't want to be feeling

started on it."

:41 Girl to Amber: "If you start on it, well, feeling

you'll be the last one to start.

:45 Ken to Girl: "Naw...she'll be Che last feeling

one to finish." 14
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bragging

bragging
stating info_ a_ on

requesting
information

requesting informatio

bragging
justifying

expressing a state

taunting

expressing an
attitude

taunting

taunting



TIME
.1:1:EAKER/ADDRESSEE

UTTERANCE/NONVERBAL NOTES

FUNCTIONAL
LEVEL B

FUNCTIONAL
LEVEL C

50 Ken to Girl: "That way she won't be
able to know how to read...as good as us."

feeling taunting
bragging

:55 Paul to Ken; "I'm past everybody in the
fruitloops.

feeling bragaing

:57 Ken to Paul: "...not past me." feeling bragging

:58 Paul to Ken; "But I'm past everybody in
the fruit....right!"

feeling bragging

1:00 Ken to Paul; "I am in the fruitloops. controlling arguing

1:01 Girl to Ken: "Naw-uh...you're in the
bananas."

controlling arguing

1:02- Pause
1:38

1.39 Girl to grou- "Goody, I'm on seventeen

goldy."

feeling bragging

1:41- Pause
2:06

2:07 Girl to group: "I'm on seventeen gold." feeling bragging

2:13 Girl to Ken: "Look, look...see?" controlling co 7anding

2:15 Girl to Ken: "Seventeen Gold." feeling bragging

2:20 Paul to group: "I started before every-
body... in the..."

feeling bragging

223 Paul to group "I sta_ted before all the

fruitloops."

feeling bragging

2:25 Ken to Paul: "You didn't start before
me....son."

feeling bragging
taunting

2:30 Girl to Ken: "Yes, but that ain't 2212s10" feeling taunting

2:32 Ken to Girl: "Yes it is too good." feeling expressing an attit,a,s.

2:36 Paul to group: "I got three more." feeling bragging

2:39 End of Interaction.

It can be seen-from the data that the most frequent classification of utterances on

Functional Level B was feeling. .

The majority of utterances within this category were

realized as bragging or taunting (Functional Level C). Occasionally, within this inter-

action, utterances served two purposes on Functional Level B. Both were noted on the

data sheet, and the realization 4af each (Functional Level C) *as noted.

1 5
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Imagfnin -eraction: The imagining interaction involved five participants, all

boys. The situation began by discussing the previous evening's television episode of

Steve Austin, the bionic man, but quickly developed into a discussion of the possible

capabilities and escapades of Steve Austin. On the following pages are the data for the

imagining interaction.

Functional Level A: Imagining
Type of interaction: Peer

TI

0 sec.

THE IMAGINING INTERACTION

SPEAKER/ADDRESSEE
UTTERANCE/NONVERBAL NOTES

Chris to Ken: "Ken..uh...did you see
Steve Austin?"

02 Ken to Chris: "Yeah, I know."

:05 Ken to Chris: "That was the show when
he first got bionic."

Topic: Steve Austin, the bionic man

:06 Chris to Ken: "Yeah. bionic."

:08 Ken to Chris: "When he first got bionic.

:10 Chris to Ken: "But he didn't..uh..when he
wasn't on the plane he didn't have bionics.

:14 Ken to Chris: "Yeah, I kno

:16 Ken to Chris: "You mean when he was on
the plane he didn't have bionics."

:18 Chris to Ken: "I know...then he fell
off it."

:21 Ken to Chris: "Nah-uh...when he fell off
he still didn't have bionics."

:23 Chris to Ken: "I know."

:25 Ken to Chris: "But assoon as he went
into surgery, he did."

28

31

:32

:33

Chris to Ken: "Oh.'

Chris to Ken: "He didn't like it."

Ken to Chris: "I know he didn't."

Ken to Chris: "And remember when that
lady...when the wires came sticking out
of Steve Austin's arm and then...and then
she...she said 'Who are you?"

FUNCTIONAL FUNCTIONAL
LEVEL B LEVEL C

infoming

informing

informing

informing

informing

infoiwing
imagining

informing

informirg
imagining

informing
imagining

informing
imagining

informing

informing
imagining

informing

imagining

infoiming

imagining

requesting
information

acknowledging

stating
informatiol

stating information

stating information

stating informat on
storytelling

acknowledging

stating information
storytelling

stating iniormation
storytelling

--toting informati
,.torytelling

acknowledging

stating information
storytelling

acknowledging

story_ iling

acknowledging

storytelling

:36 Ken to Chris: "Oh, I know. She said, rmagining storytelling

what are you?
16
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TIME
SPEAKER/ADDRESSEE
UTTERANCE/NONVERBAL NOTES

FUNCTIONAL
LEVEL B

FUNCTIONAL
LEVEL_C

:39 Chris L', Ken: "No...she said 'What are you?'" imagining storytelling

:44 Chris to Ken: "No...she said..." imagining storytelling

:47 Chris to Ken: "Oh yeah, you're right.. ,
what are you."

informing
imagining

acknowledging
storytelling

:50 Ken to Chris: "The Six Million Dollar
Man was a special."

informing stating
information

:50- Pause. Phillip joins group.

1:24

1:25 Chris to group: "The Six Million Dollar ima-*Iing fantasizing

Man is right there." Chris points to Ken.

1:31 Paul to group: "Who saw Six Million Dollar
Man last night, raise your hands."

ritualizing participation in
a verbal routine

1:36 Phillip to group: "No, I didn't." infoLming stating information

1:39 Chris to group: "I didn't either." informing stating info- ation

1:40 Chris to group: "It was when he first
got his bionics. I think."

informing stating information

1:43 Paul to Chris: "Yeah, when he got his
bionic eye, they screwed his eye in.

imagining storytelling

1:45 Chris to Paul: "I know." informing acknowledging

1:46 Chris to Paul: "He didn't like it." imagining storytell

1:46 Ken to group: "I think he...i think he..." imagining storytelling

1:47 Paul to Ken: "The only thing he didn't
like is his ."

imagining storytelling

1:50 Ken to group: "I think he...I think

he got in prison."

imagining storytelling

1:51 Chris to group: "He did." imagining storytelling

1:51 Phillip to group: "No...No..." controlling arguing

1:52 Chris to group: "I know he did." controlling
ima ining

arguing
storytelling

1:53 Phillip to Chris: "Who? _The Six controlling arguing

Million Dollar Man?"

1:55 Chris to Phillip: "Yes." controlling arguing

1:57 Phillip to Chris: "No he didn't." cont _lling arguing

1:59 Ken to Phillip: "He did so get prison. con_ oiling arguing

-15-



SPEAKER/ADDRESSEE FUNCTIONAL FUNCTIONAL

TIME UTTFRANU/NONVERBAL _NO FS LEVEL B LEVEL C

2:01 Chris to Phillip: "Uh-huh." controlling arguing

2:02 Chris to group: "And he had to use his
bionics to get out."

agining storytelling

2:07 Ken to Chris: "I know...remember when he imagining storytellin

went 'krrrrr' when he went.,..." Ken is

twisting his pencil. Phillip walks away.

2:10 Paul to Ken: "Oh yeah, to the bar. ."

2:11 Ken to Chris: "To get the chain out."

2:12 Paul to Ken: "To et rho chain out."

2:15 Ken to group: ...and then he...

2:16 Chris to Ken: "And then he tapped tue
door open."

2:19 Ken to group: "And then he kicked it
open, the door."

2:23 Paul to group: "I bet that was when he
just got his bionics.

2:24 Ken to group: "Hp got the other person
through."

2:25 Paul to group: "They shot him. LIThey shot

him."

2:26 End of Interaction.

imagining

agining

ima

magining

imagining

imagining

imagining

_imagining

imagining

storytelling

ytelling

story -11ing

storytelling

storytelling

storytelling

fanta'fzing

storytelling

stOrytelling

Both the teacher and aide listened to this tape. The teacher believed the purpose of

the conversation was informing (Functional Level A).with most utterances with regard to

the situation having the purpose of informing (Functional Level B). She did state that

some utterances with regard to the conversation were imagining utterances (Functional

Level B). She based this decision on the belief that most participants had watched the

previous evenings episode. The aide, on the other hand, believed that the purpose of the
conversation was imagining (Functional Level A) and the purpose of mosc utterances with

regard to the conversation ware imagining (Functional Level B). She based her belief on

the fact that most utterances were realized as storytelling utterances (Functional Level

C), that the participants were "telling the story in their own words", and that partici-
pants often related flights zf fancy regarding Steve Austin's capabilities. She also

inferred from some utterances on the t:Te that all participants had not watched the

previous evening's episode. One, participant was questioned about the purpose of his

utterances, but did not provide useful data.
Based upon the above, the researcher classified the urpose of the inte,-acion as

imagining (Functional Level A). Most utterances with regard to the interaction were
classified as imagining (Functional Level B) and were realized as storytelling with
regard to the individual speakers (Functional Level C). Again, in this interaction, soy

utterances served two functions on Functional Level B. Both w:...re noted and the realizatior

of both (Functional Level C) were also noted.

18
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Several utterances in this interaction were classified as contro ling utteran

with regard to the situation (Functional Level B) and were classified as arguing u r-

ances with regard to the participants (Functional Level C). A participant who entered

the interaction after It was underway, contradicted a storytelling, atntement. After a

brief exchange of utterances, the participant withdrew from the conversation. One

utterance in this interaction is classified as ritualizing with regard to the situation

(Functional Level B) and was realized as a participation utterance with regard to the

participant (Functional Level C). Both the teacher and aide agreed that he made the

utterance because "he was trying to be in on it (the interaction)." This was his first

utterance of the interaction and following this utterance., he made several other utter-

ances about the topic.
c;DltIpllsna Tnteraction: The controlling interaction had one primary participant,

a boy, and several other participants who entered and withdrew from the interaction.

The interaction revolved around a pair of scissors; the primary participant was attempt-

ing to locate his pair of scissors. On the following pages are the data for the Control-

ling Interaction.

THE CONTROLLING INTERACTION

Functional Level A: Controlling Topic: Chris' scissors Type of Int raction: Peer

SPEAKER/ADDRESSEE FUNCTIONAL FUNCTIONAL

TIME UTTERANCE/NONVERBAL NOTES LEVEL B LEVEL C

0 sec. Chris to group at his table: "Who took controlling requesting

:03 Amber to Chris: "1 didn't." controlling arguing

:05 Chris to Amber: "Let me see yours. controlling commanding

Chris takes her scissors.

:07 Chris to Amber: "Where'd you get that?" controlling commanding

Chris leaves table. Amber didn't answer.

:10- Inaudible - Chris interacting with
:52 students at the next table.

:53 Chris walks back to original table. Chris feeling expressing a stato

to group: "I did not have this one." informing stating informatio

:59 Chris to group: "I had a much much much feeling expressing a state

much looser one." informing stating informatioa

1:00 Chris to group: "And you all -rad d." feeling accusing

1:03 Girl 1 to Chris: "Uh-uh." controlling arguing

1:04 Chris to girl 1 "You all did -rade.- feeling accusing

1:05 Girl 1 to Chris: "Uh-uh." controlling arguing

1:07 Girl 1 to Chris: "Well I just got this one." controlling persuading

1:11 Chris to girl 1: "That is not yours." feeling accusing

1:12 Girl 1 tr Chris: "Is that yours then?" informing requesting information

1:15 Chris to girl 1: "That is exactly....
Here is yours...Yours was like

feeling expressing a
state



TIME
SPEAKER/ADDRESSEE
UTTERMCE/NONVERBAL NOTES

FUNCTIONAL
LEVEL B

1:20- Chris luoks at scissors of girl. Chris

1:33 walks to another table and interacts with
students at that table. Inaudible.

1:34 Chris walks back to original table. feeling

Chris to group: "Someone took them.

1:36 Chris to group: "I'll go tell." controlling

1:39 Chris to group: "I know you took th__ feeling

1:40- Chris takes a few steps away from the
1:54 table. Is still accusing students at the

table. Inaudible.

1:55 Chris to group: "Oh, I get the game." feeling

1:59 Chris to group: "You all switched from me
to her...she gave...uh...you all gave her

mine. She gave me hers and then she did
that and then you gave her..."

feeling

2:03 Girl 2 to Chris: "Uh-uh". controlling

2:04- Girl 2 to Chris: inaudible. From

2:10 memory; arguing statements.

2:10 Chris to.
Girl 2: "Now don't try to play feeling

that trick on me." controlling

2:11 Girl 2 to Chris: "We aren't." controlling

2:12 Chris to Girl 2: "Yeah...I can tell that
big fake...I can tell that look."

feeling

2:2°- Chris walks up to another table and
2:59 interacts with students at that table.

Inaudible.

3:00 Chris walks back to table with a pair of
scissors which are not his. He walks up
to Amber. Chris to Amber: "Kill her."

control ing

He almost jabs Amber with the scissors.

3:05 Chris throws the scissors on the table
and walks away.

feeling

3:07 Experimenter ducks from the flying
scissors and "rolls".het eyes.

feeling

3:09 Stude_ s at the table look at experimenter. infor_ing

3:10 Girl 3 to group: "Golly...Chris is.. feeling

3:10 Chris is climbing into the coat closet feeling
and shutting the door.

20
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FUNCTIONAL
LEVEL C

accusing

threatening

accusing

expressing an attitude

accusing

arguing

accusing
warning

arguing

accusing

threatening

expressing a

expressing an
attitude

acknowledging

expressing an att

expressing an
attitude



TIME

3:12

3:16

3:20

3:22

SPEAKER/ADDRESSEE
UTTERANCE NONVERBAL NOTES

FUNCTIONAL
LEVEL B

FUNCTIONAL
LEVEL_C

Girl 1 to group: "There _ Ch_'s

into the closet."

Girl 2 to teacher: "Chris went into the
closet."

Girl 2 to teacher: "Chris Went into the
closet."

End of Interaction.

feeling

feeling

feeling

tattling

tattling

tattling

Most of the utterances of the primary participant were classified as feeling with

regard to the situation (Functional Level B) and were realized (Functional Level C) as

accusing utterances. Most of the utterances made by the other participants were classi-

fied as controlling on Functional Level B and were realized with regard to the other

participants as arguing utterances (Functional Level C).

The situation did not end successfully. The primary participant, unable to locate

his scissors, threw a different pair of scissors on the table and walked away to hide in

the closet. The unsuccessful resolution may be in pact due to the fact that the utter-

ances made by the primary participant were most frequently feeling utterances with regard

to the situation, while the utterances made by the other participants were most frequently

controlling utterances with regard to the situation.

DISCUSSION

The most important finding of this research is that the system of observation being

tested did produce novel and interesting data and took into account several important

aspects of communication interaction. It includes the four factors of a communication

situation listed by Wood (1976). Furthermore, this system can be used in naturally

occurring conversations, and utterances can be described with regard to purpose or

function where functional levels do not have to correspond on a one to one basis and

utterances can serve more than one function (Halliday, 1973). In this paper, grammatical

form was not mentioned. However, form could be described in this system and, in fact,

was noted by the experimenter during observations. Finally, this system describes when

participants enter and leave interaction.
One of the most unique aspects of this system involves Functional Level C which

describes utterances with regard to the speaker. This level of analysis allows an

observer to describe the set of culturally defined alternatives which make up the

structures of knowledge or communication eompetence that all speakers in a culture

possess (Hymes, 1969). This level of analysis also allows experimenters to make judg-

ments of appropriateness of utterances. In reviewing the literature in the area of

communication functions, this writer was unable to find any scheme which systematically

described this aspect of communication. Perhaps this is the area of interaction upon

which educators should focus their attention. Instructional strategies could be

developed which focus on a particular functional classification (Functional Level B),

thereby allowing students an opportunity to develop, practice and obtain feedback about

alternatives for a particular communication situation (i.e., allowing students to

become better message strategists). There were no observed teacher-student or peer

interactions which involved instructional strategies and did not focus on controlling.

Perhaps, these did occur and were unobserved. But if controlling behaviors are prac-

ticed more than interactive behaviors involving other functions, this may constitute

an undesirable state of affairs. The reader will recognize that last statement as

controlling. Frameworks change slowly.
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This system does not take into account the overall "p 11.." of participants (Wells,

1973), nor does it take into account the fundamental geal,-; that any speaker achieves
through language usage (Halliday, 1973). But it does represent ono way of beginning
Lo make observations which is in line with an -Important line of theoretical speculation.
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